
INVITATION TO BID  
Qurbani Fresh Meat in Anbar 

Date: 17th August  
IQEBL-008-2017 

Human Appeal (HA) is a humanitarian, non-governmental and non-profit 
organization that works in 25 countries around the world since 1991. 

Every year at the time of Eidul Adha, Human Appeal provides the best Qurbani 
fresh meat to poor people, according to Shariah requirements.  Human Appeal 
Iraq targeting the most vulnerable People in Anbar this year. 

Human Appeal would like to invite interested qualified Meat Supplier companies 
to apply for the tender of Qurbani Fresh Meat items in Anbar. 

Interested bidders should submit their offers by sealed envelopes, each 
envelope should contain two envelopes one is the commercial offer and the 
other is the technical offer. 

The offer should include 

- bidder information  Annex 1 signed and stamp 

 Supply live local Iraqi animals (Bull only) after cutting and packaging to -1
  .Kilo 18 and Kilo 60 in Anbar

 The supplier is responsible for the transportation and safety for all the -2
 .animals from the farm to the distribution site

 The supplier responsible to provide Butchers and Daily workers to prepare -3
 .the meat according to Shariah requirements

 Human Appeal will provide the packaging bags 2 Kg of capacity, the -4
 .supplier responsible for the packaging

 The supplier responsible for the access and road security during the -5
 .transportation and the distribution are done

 The organization not responsible for any security circumstance or closing-6
 road just we  will provide the supplier a support letter to facilitate the
 .transportation from the farm to the distribution site



 The supplier responsible to deliver the meat to the distribution site in -7
 .cooler trucks

 .The quotation need to consider the price per KG for the live animal -8

 The approximately number for animals will be flexible between 8-12 Bulls -9
    .depend on the weight and the price

The sealed envelope should include 

- Annex 1. 

- Company Registration Certificate. 

- Company CV. 

- Bank Statement. 

- Company Bank Account details. 

With the No. of tender on it. 

Bidders can submit the bids at Human Appeal/ Erbil Office, English Village, 
Villa128. 

Phone no: 07501718994   for any question you can send it to:  

procurement.iraq@humanappeal.org.uk  Deadline for submission is 24th of 
August /2017 at 16:00 , all bids submitted after the deadline will not be 
considered. 
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